In the real affine 5-dimensional space A 5 , we show the measurability of the family of reducible hypersurfaces of type S = p
Introduction
Problems of measurability in the affine spaces have been studied by many authors, for various families of varieties and different kinds of geometric configurations (see [1] , [2] and [5] , [6] ). Let X n be a space of dimension n, for example the affine or the projective space over the real field and G r : x i = f i (x 1 , ..., x n ; a 1 , ..., a r ), (i = 1, ..., n),
a Lie group of transformations on X n with a 1 , ..., a r independent set of essential parameters for G r .
We assume that the identity of the group G r is determined by a 1 = ... = a r = 0. A function φ, solution of the system of partial differential equations
where
is called invariant integral function for the group G r . M. Stoka [8] defines measurable a group G r with a unique invariant integral function φ, up to a constant factor. Let V q be a family of p-dimensional varieties defined by V q :
.., q are essential independent parameters and F k , k = 1, ..., (n − p) are analytic functions on its domains. Following the definitions and the proof in [8] , if G r is the maximal invariant group of V q one has an associated group of transformations
and G r and H r are isomorphic. If we suppose that H r is measurable of invariant integral function φ(α 1 , ..., α q ), the expressions
are called respectively the measure of the family V q and the invariant density respect to the group G r of the family V q . Hence, by definition, V q is measurable if there exists a unique non-zero function φ. Now let A 5 be the five dimensional affine space (over the real field) of coordinates x 1 , ..., x 5 . The goal of this paper is to show the measurability of the family of reducible hypersurfaces in A 5 of type
where the components p i are hyperplanes passing trough a fixed point and multiplicity n i ∈ N.
Main Results
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that the fixed point for the components of the surface S is the origin of coordinates. Hence the "generic" element of the family is the surface S of equation S :
where det(A Acting by G 5 2 on S we obtain S :
where 1 ≤ i ≤ 4; j = 1, ..., 5 and α
Theorem 2.1 The family of reducible hypersurfaces in
where det(A Proof : By direct calculations we give the following Deltheil's system:
And finally Remark The three dimensional and reduced case is investigated by Santoro in [5] .
